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What’s Inside

INVESTING LESSONS FROM TOKYO
OLYMPICS
The recently concluded, Tokyo Olympics has been exceptional in so many ways. Held in the midst of
uncertainties and fear brought on by the pandemic, the Tokyo Olympics after getting postponed by
a year was deﬁnitely one of the most challenging Olympics to date. However, despite these setbacks,
it was by far the best in terms of performance and medals tally for India, with seven medals – one
gold, two silver, four bronze and enabled India stand 48th in medals tally, its best ever position.

The Golden Moment
For a country that had been waiting for its ﬁrst-ever Olympic medal in athletics, Neeraj Chopra, the conﬁdent
23 year old bagged a gold on 7th August in the men’s javelin throw competition, a truly heartwarming
moment for India as we got a gold after 13yrs in Olympics, last being Abhinav Bindra in 2008.

Learnings
from the
golden boy
Neeraj
Chopra
which we
can apply
in investing
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Choose a suitable
investment
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Avoid panic
during a
downturn

Select right and sit
tight by adopting
patience

1. Start early and lookout for potential winners
A bit of trivia here. At the age of 11, Neeraj was chubby and he weighed
around 80kgs. Worried about his weight, Neeraj's father had taken him
to a stadium to join some sports that could help him get ﬁtter. After
watching a few men throwing the javelin, he decided to try it too.
Chopra's ﬁrst javelin throw without any training was close to 40m and
this impressed Jaiveer, a young javelin trainer himself who then trained
Neeraj in the sport. This is when Neeraj Chopra began his javelin
journey and the rest is history. In the context of investing, most wealth
can be made by identifying current
small/midcaps who could be future
large caps. Also like Jaiveer identiﬁed
Neeraj’s talent at the age of 11 years, one
needs to start early in investing as that
increase the probability of reaching
ﬁnancial independence at a young age
through power of compounding. A
majority of new client additions by
various brokers in the last one year has
been under the age of 30.

2. Choose a suitable investment coach
Hiring an investment advisor is equivalent to hiring a professional coach for a sports athlete. Neeraj
Chopra undertook professional training from various coaches over a period of time, as every coach
had his own method. Eventually he stuck to the one whose technique and teaching method suited
him and which impacted his performance immensely. Likewise, our choice of ﬁnancial advisor
should be inﬂuenced by our investment style whether as a trader or a long term investor. For
example, over 20,000 investors have chosen Research & Ranking as their ﬁnancial advisor for long
term wealth creation.

3. Constant focus on training
Neeraj Chopra underwent rigorous training to build strength and
endurance by focusing on exercises to improve balance and tone
the muscles apart from improving core strength. Similarly an
investor should remain informed and educate oneself to have an
edge over others with a view that ‘Investment in knowledge pays the
best interest’. There are many avenues to achieve this- reading books
on investing, undergoing ﬁnance/investing courses online,
subscription/exposure to newsletters, webinars, blogs, periodicals etc.

4. Select right and sit tight by adopting patience
The enormous might of Neeraj’s performance was achieved by throwing the Javelin for seconds, but
the strength was built over 10+ years of rigorous training since he ﬁrst signed up for the sport in 2011.
Similarly, once you have identiﬁed a fundamentally strong stock, placing the buy order with broker
will only take few seconds but the returns of the same investment will be realized to the fullest if one
lets time (multiple years) and power of compounding do its magic. To illustrate, stocks such as Bajaj
Finance, Berger Paints, Page Industries and Atul Ltd gave a return of 10-30x over the last decade.
Bajaj ﬁnance share price has rallied signiﬁcantly
over last decade

5. Avoid panic during a downturn
Imagine selling a fundamentally strong stock that
failed to deliver temporarily, but proved to be a
multibagger after that or maybe, panicking
during last year’s Covid crash in Mar 2020 and
booking losses. This can be related to the journey
of Neeraj Chopra, who has made world records
and bagged gold medals in 2018 Asian Games and
Commonwealth Games. However, a downturn
came when he underwent a career-threatening
arthroscopic surgery on the elbow of his right
throwing arm in 2019 which kept him out of action
for nearly a year. But he kept his calm, gathered
courage, continued training and came back
stronger only to win India's ﬁrst Olympic gold in
athletics in 2021.
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CHINA'S CRACKDOWN ON TECH
COMPANIES: WHAT IT MEANS FOR INDIA
Hang Sang Tech Index gained over 50% during the period Sept’20-Feb’21 but since Feb the index has
wiped out more than 40% (equivalent to $550bn in market value). This is an index which was
launched a year ago to give investors greater exposure to China’s tech giants. But now it’s the world’s
worst performing major technology gauge and continues to bleed.
Alibaba Ecommerce Platform, Tencent Videogames, Didi services are some of China’s biggest names
in tech. And for the past several years, marquee foreign investors have been pouring money in these
stocks. But recently these stocks listed in New York and Hongkong showed sharp selloffs and it had
little to do with business performance.

Hang Sang Tech Index
Hang Seng TECH
Index represents the
30 largest
technology
companies listed in
Hong Kong that
have high business
exposure to
technology themes
and pass the index's
screening criteria

Crackdowns targeting Chinese tech companies
On July 26, China took a series of
regulatory actions against big tech
companies. These moves ranging
from clamping down on alleged
monopolistic behavior to rules on
data security sent shockwaves
through international market.
China’s tech sector regulator
ordered the country’s internet
giants to ﬁx certain anticompetitive
practices and data security threats.
Global investors dumped their
holdings primarily to avoid the
growing risk in China’s regulatory
rampage. Additionally, measures
like US banning American
investment in 59 Chinese ﬁrm
(includes 31 China telecom and
mobile ﬁrms) further aggravated
the situation.

Big Tech crackdown – A timeline

Private education ﬁrms facing a signiﬁcant
business impact as Beijing steps up regulatory
oversight of a $120 billion industry

New rules would force tutoring services to be run as not for proﬁt operations
Tutoring institutions would also be barred from raising money through listings or other
capital-related activities
Shares of Chinese EdTech majors like TAL Education Group, New Oriental Education & Technology
Group, and Gaotu Techedu declined sharply on the US and Hong Kong stock exchanges (down
50-80% post new rules). Chinese investors and consultants reckon the main motive behind this
drastic decision is the country's stated national objective of improving birth rates. China believes that
high private tutoring fees are a huge burden on young families, thus discouraging them from having
children and impeding population growth. It recently revised its two children policy to three children
per family.

Advantage for India
The crackdown is likely to beneﬁt countries like India as foreign capital earmarked for China could
ﬂow into domestic EdTech startups. India’s largest Edtech unicorn BYJUS’s (valuation $16bn) is as big
as China largest EdTech unicorn Yuanfudao (valuation $15.5bn) and bigger than TAL Education (Peak
MCap of $58bn corrected to $3bn post crackdown). The opportunity for India to make the most of
China's education troubles is immense. Indian edtech majors, be it Byju’s, Unacademy, Vedantu or
others, are expected to ﬁll the void created in the emerging edtech market globally

Conclusion
The tight grip of Chinese regulators in its tech space has stoked fears amidst global investors. A lot
of investment opportunities lies for big tech startups in India whether food delivery, education,
ﬁnance, health etc. Indian tech ﬁrms are all looking to raise money and even considering the IPO
route, as Zomato did. Next in line is Policybazaar and Paytm which will soon hit the market. India’s
tech sector is in the nascent stage with an easier regulatory environment making it investible,
accessible and more appealing than China. This bodes well for India which could beneﬁt from
greater allocation of emerging market funds as the tech space here gets charged up.

SEMI-CONDUCTOR CHIP SHORTAGE,
A SHORT TERM ISSUE
Global Semi-conductor chip shortage and its end user
With technology advancement across several sectors, semiconductors are literally the ‘heart’ of
billions of products, ranging from smartphones, data centres, computers, laptops, tablets, smart
devices, vehicles, household appliances, life-saving pharmaceutical devices, agri-tech, ATMs and
more. The list goes on.
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In simpler terms, Semi-conductor chips are used in Car to operate any electronic component as well
as safety mechanism which is electronically controlled such as Airbag systems, Emergency braking
system, Anti-braking systems, parking assist, and infotainment system.
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electronics that include semiconductors expected to show a market increase of 26.4%. The Americas is
expected to show a growth of 21.5% and Japan 17.7%.

From Horsepower to Chip Power

Spring 2021 Q2 Update
Americas
Europe
Japan
Asia Pacific
Total World - $M
Discrete Semiconductors
Optoelectronics
Sensors
Integrated Circuits
Analog
Micro
Logic
Memory
Total Products - $M

Amounts in US$M
Spring 2021 Q2 Update
2020
2021
2022
Americas
95,366
115,868
129,773
Europe
37,520
47,440
51,138
Japan
36,471
42,913
45,893
Asia
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Pacific344,656
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Total
440,389
World550,876
- $M
606,482
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Semi-conductor applications
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What led the global chip shortage

The global chip supply crunch, which started after the pandemic in 2020, has intensiﬁed over the
last few months and major companies across several industries are struggling to meet the rising
on-profit
demand for electronic goods and components. The shortage is expected to have emerged from the
y source
surgefor
in demand for consumer electronics, particularly laptops, which were being supplied to
employees working remotely.
Chip manufacturing was impacted by ﬁre incident with Japanese supplier (Renesas electronics) and
issues due to snow storm in Texas based suppliers (Inﬁneon technologies, NXP Semiconductors,
Samsung).
A global shortage of computer chips has
impacted everything from automobiles to
video game consoles and other Electronic
devices. The chip shortage is impacting the
production from Tesla to Apple as well as
Microsoft.
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industries have been affected as global demand for semiconductor chips continue to
8.7
outstrip supply, but Auto and Consumer electronics are worst hit.
18.4
Globally,
vehicles makers have been worst hit by the chip shortage with major car manufacturers
10.1
like Volkswagen, Ford, Renault, Nissan and Jaguar Land Rover are feeling the heat.

Industry experts take on the Semi-conductor chip
shortage issue
Countless industries have been affected as global demand for semiconductor chips continue to
outstrip supply, but Auto and Consumer electronics are worst hit.
Globally, vehicles makers have been worst hit by the chip shortage with major car manufacturers
like Volkswagen, Ford, Renault, Nissan and Jaguar Land Rover are feeling the heat.

The shortage of chips will impact the car market till 2022. To cope with the chip
shortage, carmakers are now leaving out high-end features.
Soumitra Bhattacharya, MD
Bosch

The chip shortage has hit its television and appliance production.

Samsung
The scarcity “may stretch into 2023" in areas where capacity expansion is
slow to catch up with consumer demand.
Reinhard Ploss, CEO
Inﬁneon
One of the biggest semiconductor companies, said it could take a “couple of years” for the
industry to catch up to the surging demand.
Pat Gelsinger, CEO
Intel
He warned that silicon supply constraints will affect sales of the iPhone as well as other
products like the iPad. “Although Apple is one of the ‘big dogs’ that gets top priority from
chipmakers, it is vulnerable to silicon shortages like everyone else.
Tim Cook, CEO
Apple
The shortage has upended the auto industry at a time of historic demand for new cars, leading
to factory shutdowns, longer wait times, and higher prices. “We were able to substitute
alternative chips, and then write the ﬁrmware in a matter of weeks. “It’s not just a matter of
swapping out a chip; you also have to rewrite the software.”

EIon Musk, CEO
Tesla

Tata Sons plans to start making semiconductors at its Hosur facility under Tata Electronics,
taking advantage of a global shift in supply chain dynamics and a worldwide chip shortage
that may continue into next year. The in-house semiconductor manufacturing facility at Tata
Sons will not only assure supplies for group companies Tata Motors and Tata Power but will
N Chandrasekhar, MD
Tata Sons

also open prospects for catering to local and global markets.

Conclusion
Consumer electronics as a sector is less impacted, due to better inventory management.
Auto sector is more impacted, but the situation should normalize in next 6-12 months.
OEM’s are ﬁnding alternatives to come out through chip shortage issue.
We believe with the new players coming in and production ramp up by existing companies shall
ease the current situation by 2022.

WHAT CAUGHT OUR ATTENTION THIS
MONTH!
Govt's July GST collection shows improvement as GST
for July stands at Rs 1,16,393 crore after it dropped below
the Rs 1 lakh crore mark in June. This clearly indicates
that the economy is recovering at a fast pace with the
easing out of COVID restrictions.
The revenue for July is higher by 33% YoY when most of
the economic activity came under the impact of Covid's
ﬁrst wave last year.

The IPO frenzy continued in August with twelve
companies ﬁling DHRP with SEBI last week to
raise more than Rs 13,000 crore. Prior to that, Nykaa,
Adani Wilmar, PB Fintech and Popular Vehicles has
also ﬁled DRHPs to raise around Rs 15,300 crore

Retail investors' ownership in NSE-listed cos hits all
time high in Jun quarter. In value terms, retail holding
in companies listed on NSE rose to Rs 16.18 lakh crore
from Rs 13.94 lakh crore as of March 2021, indicating an
increase of 16% QoQ.
The share of retail investors in NSE-listed companies as
of June 30 was 7.18%, compared with 6.96% in March
2019 which can be attributed to a buoyant secondary
market and a ﬂurry of new listings.

You can now buy US stocks like Facebook, Apple
and Google on NSE The NSE International
Exchange (NSE IFSC), a wholly-owned subsidiary of
the National Stock Exchange (NSE), will soon
introduce trading in select US stocks through its
NSE-IFSC platform at the Gujarat International
Finance Tec-City.
This will not only provide an additional investment
opportunity to the Indian investors but also make
the entire process of investment easy and at a low
cost. NSE-IFSC said that it will announce the
operational details of the new product soon and will
launch the product at the earliest possible time.

THEN

NOW IN UNLOCK 3
Mumbai local trains, gyms and malls:
Maharashtra relaxations came into effect
from Aug 15: The Covid-19 relaxations
announced by the Maharashtra government
came The state government has been
easing curbs in phases, announced during
the second wave of the coronavirus disease
in May.

US Senate approved $3.5 trillion budget blueprint that
would expand Medicare, tax credits and climate initiatives.
The major step was taken toward enacting a vast expansion of
the nation’s social safety net, that would allow Democrats to
tackle climate change and fund health care, child care, family
leave and public education expansion

India to list LIC by current ﬁscal year end, says govt
ofﬁcial and collect 500 billion rupees ($6.72 billion) as
dividends from state-run companies. LIC is the biggest
insurer in the country and is wholly owned by the
government

FMCG market in India expands 37%YoY in
April-June quarter: Nielsen. Like last year, this year,
too, business faced severe challenges like closure of
retail and wholesale markets, but faster return to
normalcy in June and manufacturers’ push for
online distribution helped FMCG recovery this time
around.

Automobile retail sales in fast lane in July as COVID
restrictions ease across country with the opening of
dealerships.
In the near term, FADA has a positive outlook on the
auto sector as the sales numbers looked good in the ﬁrst
week of August, helped by improving demand and
enquiries.
It also expects the tractor segment to perform well in the
months of August and September as agriculture
activities pick up on the back of IMD forecasting a
normal monsoon.

The Taliban has seized power in Afghanistan two weeks
before the United States was set to complete its troop
withdrawal, after a costly two-decade war
Geopolitical tension in Afghanistan is likely to impact foreign
portfolio investors’ fund ﬂow into Asia-paciﬁc region and
create short term term volatility in the market.
We believe that economic activities are expected to pick up
as fundamental drivers remain strong with relaxation in
lockdown measures and strong corporate commentary for
Q2FY22 corporate earnings
The BSE Circular That Led To Panic Selling Of
Smallcap, Midcap Shares, wherein the circular
dated 9th August mentioned certain additional
survellaince measures to curb excessive price
movement in securities, which created a lot of
confusion in investors minds. As a result, the BSE
Midcap and Smallcap indices declined nearly 1 and 2
percent, respectively.

S&P BSE Mid-Small Cap Index

BSE however clariﬁed on 11th August that the
circular is applicable to only those companies which
are exclusively traded on BSE and applicable to
X,XT,Z,ZP, ZY and Y categories. Furthermore, Market
cap should be less than 1000 Cr. This clariﬁcation
comforted and provided relief to market as the mid
and smallcap indices turned green on August 12.
Overall, the circular is not negative as it can protect
retail investors, who can end up losing money to
stocks which might be manipulated as there might
be limited fundamental reason for stocks to rise.

India's real GDP growth in Q1FY22 seen at 14-23% with
improvement in High-frequency indicators since June as
lockdown restrictions were relaxed. India’s GDP grew 1.6% in the
preceding quarter but contracted a record 7.3% in FY21
Given the localised nature of restrictions during the second
wave, economic activity was not as adversely affected as last
year, economists said.
The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) expects 21.4% GDP growth in
Q1FY22 and 9.5% in FY22..
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